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From the dawn of creation and until time’s end, the fate of man remains inevitable; each 
individual- regardless of economic status, socio-political influence, or personal background- 
must ultimately experience death. In the Late Medieval period, this truth was creatively 
articulated through the use of painting and rhythmical words, constituting a program called the 
Danse Macabre, ​the​ Dance of Death​. The painting, more specifically a fresco, was originally 
situated among the arcades of the Cemetery of the Holy Innocents (hereafter Innocents) in Paris, 
France, and was established between August of 1424 and Lent of 1425.  Due to plans for city 1
expansion, the wall surrounding the Cemetery of Innocents was demolished in 1699, thus 
destroying the ​Danse Macabre​ mural.  With its original context of installation and the mural 2
itself physically erased by those of its time, one may propose that the ​Danse Macabre​ should be 
regarded with little to no significance. Before the fresco was destroyed, however, its 
iconographic program was adapted and installed in various institutions such as the Abbey of La 
Chaise-Dieu in France and Saint Mary’s Church in Berlin.  
Most significant to the discussion of the ​Danse Macabre​ at the Innocents is a series of 
woodcuts titled the ​Danse Macabre​ by a Parisian printer named Guyot Marchant. Though 
Marchant’s first edition of the ​Danse​ was not published until 1485, sixty years after the mural 
was installed at the Innocents, his printed ​Danse ​became the most widely distributed rendition of 
1 ​D’André Mary, ​Un Journal d’un Bourgeois de Paris Sous Charles VI et Charles VII​, (Paris: H. Jonquières, 
1929), 188. 
2 ​Edward F. Chaney, ed., ​La Danse Macabré des Charniers des Saints Innocents à Paris  (Manchester, UK: 
University of Manchester, 1945), 4. 
3 
the program, and more importantly have been determined by other scholars to be based on the 
mural at the Innocents.  Though individual details of Marchant’s prints may inevitably vary from 3
the ​Danse​ at the Innocents, his prints nonetheless enable visual and textual contributions for 
modern day discussions of the Innocents’ program. I do not position Marchant’s 1485 
publication of the ​Danse Macabre​ as an exact copy of the mural in the Innocent, but rather aim 
to supplement Marchant’s visual and literary interpretations of the ​Danse​ with historical 
accounts and cultural practices relevant to the Cemetery of Innocents and Late Medieval Paris.  
 Believed by many to be a model for Dance of Death illustrations appearing throughout 
Europe in and after the fifteenth century, I argue the ​Danse Macabre,​ as it once existed in the 
Cemetery of Innocents, was a work of art inspired by a series of conditions specific to Late 
Medieval Parisian society. I aim to demonstrate how retrospective consideration of the context in 
which the ​Danse Macabre​ was created, received, and utilized at the Cemetery of Innocents 
illuminates its potential ​in situ​ purposes. Didactic and macabre in nature, I position the ​Danse ​as 
a program used to outrightly promote agendas of the Church and implicitly present beliefs 
central to the University of Paris. Once contextualized in terms of the cemetery’s history and the 
period’s religious and cultural beliefs surrounding death, I argue the ​Danse Macabre​ met various 
spiritual needs of Parisians in the Late Medieval Period, becoming a type of evaluative moral 
object and enabling its onlookers to reflect upon their own future deaths. In being understood as 
3 ​Chaney, ed., ​La Danse Macabré des Charniers des Saints Innocents à Paris,  293; Alice E. Sanger, Siv Tove 
Kulbrandstad Walker,  ​Sense and the Senses in Early Modern Art and Cultural Practice​, (Farnham, Surrey, 
England: Ashgate, 2012), 79; ​Aleksandra Koutny-Jones, ​Visual Cultures of Death in Central Europe: 
Contemplation and Commemoration in Early Modern Poland-Lithuania​, ​BRILL, 2015), 96.  
4 
an object for religious introspection, I also suggest the ​Danse​ sanctioned viewers to imagine 
false realities in order to accommodate their burial needs. 
As a thematic image, the ​Danse Macabre​ depicted a procession of individuals, both 
secular and clerical, who constituted a Late Medieval European society. The figures were 
arranged in a reverse hierarchical manner beginning with the Pope, God’s ambassador on earth, 
and concluding with the Hermit, a man who commits his life to social reclusion out of devotion 
to God. Each man, despite his livelihood was escorted by one of death’s ambassadors, an 
emaciated cadaver, who guided the living figure to life’s end. The program was not composed of 
images alone, for beneath each of the painted correspondences was a written dialogue used to 
formally ascertain the characters’ occupations and give voice to the exchanges occurring 
between the living and dead figures. The ​Danse​ formally commenced and ultimately concluded 
with the scholarly Author, a figure whose presence and potential purposes explain how the 
program functioned as a means of instruction; this will be thoroughly discussed in chapter two.  
In addition to the now non-existent fresco, the cemetery in which the ​Danse Macabre 
was originally located was similarly destroyed in 1789.  The Cemetery of Innocents was 4
constantly overused in the Late Medieval and Early Modern Periods, serving as the final residing 
place for thousands of bodies. In order to accommodate death’s seemingly insatiable appetite, 
individual burial sites evolved into mass graves where up to one thousand bodies were reportedly 
4 ​"The Cemetery of the Holy Innocents,” (translated from Les Cimetières Paris for the Journal), ​Appletons' 




deposited one atop the other. As the number of bodies in the Cemetery of Innocents increased, 
the qualities of the soil and subsequently the rate of body decomposition decreased, precipitating 
the cemetery’s transformation to a disastrous field of pungent stench and disease. On December 
1, 1780, health officials ordered the cemetery to be closed, however, its demolition would not 
come for another five years until Paris’s lieutenant general of police, Louis Thiroux de Crosne, 















5 Ibid, 788. 
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Chapter One 
Contextualizing the ​Danse Macabre  
 
 
Etymologically, the word “macabre” originated and gained popularity in the Middle Ages 
as a term used to concisely describe various degrees of ghastly and corporeal decay expected 
upon death.  Perhaps one of the earliest visual examples of macabre art is found in the ​De Lisle 6
Psalter ​(Figure 1) c. 1308-40,  a manuscript whose depiction of three, decaying cadavers is 
archetypal for visual culture of the Late Medieval Period. The psalter’s dead subjects are part of 
a popular literary and visual program, ​The Three Living and the Three Dead​, a story which 
accounts three noblemen who, while engaging in the sport of falconry, happen upon three 
animated dead figures. The dead figures, appearing to be imbued with life, warn the living of 
life’s transitory nature and instruct them to live in a manner that does not cater to the flesh but 
instead, honors God. With its three living characters depicted as members of the societal elite, 
the story was aptly claimed by those who paralleled the princes’ status. One such person being 
Bonne du Luxembourg, wife to Henry VI, King of France, who incorporated the story of the 
Three Living and the Three Dead into her Book of Hours, another form of medieval devotional 
book (Figure 2).  Situated amongst the pages of a devotional book, the story of the Three Living 
and Three Dead required its onlooker to meditate upon their own inevitable encounter with 
death, and encouraged its beholder to apply the dead’s precautionary wisdom to their own life. 
6 ​“Macabre,” Online Etymology Dictionary, accessed April 24, 2020, 
https://www.etymonline.com/word/macabre.  
7 
Predating the ​Danse Macabre​ in the context of time and also in location, the ​Three Living 
and the Three Dead​ was added as a relief sculpture to the south façade of the church of 
Saints-Innocents in 1408. Though no illustrations survive to document the program, it is noted 
that the program was placed on the Chapel of St. Michael, and included a French inscription 
telling of its commissioner, the Duke of Berry, son of Bonne du Luxembourg and Henry VI, 
King of France. The Duke is thought to have commissioned the relief in memory of his nephew, 
Louis, the Duke of Orleans, although the relief’s inscription, which makes note to assert its 
sponsor, recalls no such purposes for its creation.  While no illustrations of the program in the 7
Innocents survives, its location is inferred from a plan of the Innocents detailing the location of 
the particular chapel (Figure 3). By placing the motif in the Cemetery of Innocents, the Duke of 
Berry made most public and accessible a program that had until that point, been limited to the 
illuminated manuscripts of personal devotional books. Moreover, the program of the Three 
Living and the Three Dead, no longer reserved for those with significant enough funds to 
commission personal devotional books, became property of the greater Parisian populace. 
Introducing more than artistry and the concept of inclusivity to the Cemetery of Innocents, the 
Three Living and the Three Dead​ paid homage to its commissioner, the Duke of Berry, who had 
hoped to be buried in the Chapel. By affiliating the program with the Chapel dedicated to 
Saint-Michael, the archangel believed to determine which souls are fit to ascend into heaven at 
7 ​Dom Jacques du Breul, ​Théâtre des Antiquités ​ (Paris: 1612), 835; Johan Huizinga​, ​The Waning of the Middle 
Ages, a Study of the Forms of Life, Thought and Art in France and the Netherlands in the XIVth and XVth 
Centuries​, trans. Frederik Jan Hopman, (London: E. Arnold & Co., 1924), 145; Maria​ Lansdale, ​Paris; Its 
Sites, Monuments and History, ​(Philadelphia: H. T. Coates & Co., 1899), 228. Though the sculpture was 
destroyed, I have included the cemetery’s ground plans in order to gage where the program was located.  
8 
the time of the Last Judgement, the warnings of the dead alluded to the manner in which 
Saint-Michael would later judge a person’s soul.  
Being the most closely related program to the ​Danse Macabre​ in proximity, iconography, 
and theme, it appears that the tale of the ​Three Living and the Three Dead​ marshaled a degree of 
visual and written inspiration for the former. Most analogous is the encounter with death 
observed in both programs, an encounter which results in the dead issuing a moral lesson to the 
living. While the figures of the three dead are, apart from their number, comparable to the dead 
in the ​Danse​, the greatest distinction between the two visual programs is observed in the 
presentation of the living characters.  
 With its living subjects belonging exclusively to the secular elite, the ​Three Living and 
the Three Dead​, though on display for the greater Parisian populace, was not representative in 
character of peoples with less financial and social privilege. Progressing from this limited 
representation, the ​Danse Macabre​ visualizes a greater diversity of subjects, with each holding 
different socioeconomic standings and occupations, and each experiencing an individualized 
encounter with a corpse. By reflecting a more comprehensive society, the ​Danse Macabre 
therefore administered its implicit morality lesson to a more all-encompassing Parisian audience. 
Further demonstrating this point, in contrast to the smaller, more elite location of the ​Three 
Living and the Three Dead​ at the Chapel of Saint-Michael, the ​Danse Macabre​ was made more 
accessible to a larger, less exclusive audience given its location on the cemetery’s closter walls. . 
9 
As the location of the ​Danse Macabre​, the Cemetery of the Innocents was fittingly 
enveloped by the city of Paris. Though there were a number of smaller churchyards attached to 
religious institutions throughout the city, the Cemetery of Innocents served up to eighteen parish 
churches, causing it to become the largest and most frequented burial ground in Paris. This 
notorious cemetery was not spontaneously conceived within the city’s domains, but derived its 
existence from a previous Merovingian necropolis. The necropolis was established in either the 
ninth or tenth century and, adhering to the Roman Law of the Twelve Tables that prohibited 
intramural burials, was situated outside the city in an area known as Les Champeaux.  Though 8
the burial ground was not affiliated with a particular church, the land it rested on belonged to the 
parish church of Saint-Germain-l’Auxerrois.  In 1130 the necropolis was enlarged and acquired 9
its own church, that of the Saints-Innocents, by gift of King Louis VI.  The church’s namesake 10
hailed from the Massacre of the Innocents, an event recorded in the Gospel of Matthew, which 
details King Herod’s intent to kill the baby Jesus by warranting the murder of all Jewish boys 
under two years of age.  11
Given the rapid expansion occurring in Paris during the Medieval Period, the parish 
church and its attached cemetery, originally located in the North, were quickly enveloped in the 
8 ​Jacques Hillairet, “Le Cimetière Des Innocents,” ​Les 200 Cimetières du Vieux Paris ​, (Paris: Éditions de 
minuit, 1958), 23–38. See also Charles Lobingier, ​The Evolution of the Roman Law: From the Twelve Tables 
to the Corpus Juris​, (Omaha, Neb.: C.S. Lobingier, 1923). Roman law of the twelve tables required extramural 
burial in order to increase sanitation and cleanliness inside cities.  
9 ​This church is still found in Paris and is located behind the Musée du Louvre.  
10 ​ Hélène Couzy, “L'église des Saints-Innocents à Paris,” In: ​Bulletin Monumental ​, vol 130, no 4, 1972. pp. 
279-302. DOI: https://doi-org.libproxy.lib.unc.edu/10.3406/bulmo.1972.5183; Hillairet, “Le Cimetière Des 
Innocents,” ​Les 200 Cimetières du Vieux Paris​, 23-24. 
11 ​Matthew 2:13-23 Christian Standard Bible. 
10 
growing urban city.  It is noted that near the end of the twelfth century, King Philippe-Auguste 12
ordered a wall to be constructed around the cemetery’s perimeters, thereby creating a degree of 
separation between the holy ground and its surrounding secular life. By the early thirteenth 
century the cemetery had become so full that donations of land from individuals like the Bishop 
Pierre de Nemours became a most favorable gift, allowing for the cemetery’s enlargement and 
also bolstering its giver’s public reception.  At this point in time, the city’s growing population, 13
and hence it’s increasing number of deaths, caused the churches too full for burials, causing the 
Cemetery of the Innocents to be a most desirable resting place for citizens “worthy” of an 
in-church burial.  14
Well-conditioned to the politics of wealth, as demonstrated through its preferred intake of 
the affluent dead, the Cemetery of Innocents experienced a significant change in regards to its 
occupants with the turn of the fourteenth century. Confronting the disastrous ramifications of the 
Black Death, an epidemic of the bubonic plague, approximately one third of the European 
population fell victim to the disease. With death ravaging the city of Paris, showing no 
preference for old or young, male or female, closing the cemetery was inconceivable. In an effort 
to keep up with the number of amassing bodies, single burial plots were turned into mass graves 
where bodies were deposited in levels, one atop the other. Yet another modification to the 
12 ​Sophie Oosterwijk, “‘Depicte Ones on a Walle’: The Danse Macabre in Late-Medieval Paris.” In​ ​“Fro Paris 
to Inglond”? The Danse Macabre in Text and Image in Late-Medieval England, ​(Leiden University, 2009), 
57–98. 
13 ​Couzy, “L'église des Saints-Innocents à Paris,” 279.  
14 ​Jules Michelet,​ ​History of France ​, (New York: D. Appleton & Co., 1847), 107-108. Citizens of Paris were 
also attracted to the Cemetery’s grounds due to the belief that its soil was capable of rapidly decomposing 
bodies.  
11 
cemetery was implemented in order to accommodate the incessant rate of death: the 
establishment of ​charnies ​(charnel houses).  The development of charnel houses dates back to 15
the thirteenth century, when small chamber-like-structures were created to store skeletal remains. 
These constructions surrounded the parameters of the cemetery, creating walkable, gallery-like 
structures around the burial ground. Atop the gallery portion of the charnel houses was an 
open-air, roofed structure, where upon exhumation, bones of the deceased were relocated. These 
bones were not placed in the charnel houses in accordance to the bodies they once belonged, but 
were rather ordered “in a fantastic symmetry and order, which by turns excited laughter and 
horror…”  The display of bones, inherently macabre, demonstrated how the post-mortem body 16
was capable of inciting engagement and responses, in this instance humor and anguish, from 
those who saw the spectacle. Originally, the bones of common men were deposited into the 
charnel houses, whereas the earth beneath the galleries catered to those still able to afford land 
for burial.  The development of charnel houses directly relates to the location of the ​Danse 17
Macabre ​in the Innocents, for the mural was painted amidst the charnel houses paralleling the 
Rue Ferronnerie.   18
Spanning over fifteen panels of the cemetery’s walls, the ​Danse Macabre​, in both its 
attachment to the religious institution of Saints-Innocents and through its theme promoting moral 
15 ​ Le Cameléon, ​"The Cemetery of the Holy Innocents, Paris,” ​The Mirror of Literature, Amusement, and 
Instruction, ​trans. M. L. B., ​Nov. 1822- June 1847​ 26, no. 741 (Oct 03, 1835): 210-211. 
http://libproxy.lib.unc.edu/login?url=https://search-proquest-com.libproxy.lib.unc.edu/docview/2803898?acco
untid=14244. 
16 ​Ibid,​ ​210-211. 
17 ​Michelet,​ ​History of France, ​107. 
18 ​ Lansdale, ​Paris; Its Sites, Monuments and History, ​288.  
12 
preparedness, was affiliated with the Church and its theology. Referring back to ideas presented 
in the book of Genesis, the first book of the Bible, death was determined to be a repercussion of 
sin. This conclusion is drawn specifically from the story of Adam and Eve, the first humans God 
created on Earth. As disclosed in scripture, God created the Garden of Eden and deemed all that 
was within it good. Then He created Adam, commanding him, “You are free to eat from any tree 
in the garden; but you must not eat from the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil, for when 
you eat from it you will certainly die.”  After this, God created woman, Eve, as he determined 19
man to be incomplete without a partner. The story continues, describing how Eve, being tempted 
by a serpent, whom Believers identify as Satan, takes fruit from the Tree of the Knowledge of 
Good and Evil. Eve eats the fruit and proceeds to give some to her husband, Adam. Before this 
act of disobedience, which is understood as the original sin, mankind was supposed to live 
eternally in the Garden of Eden with God, for the original purpose of Earth was to be Heaven. 
Man’s waywardness, however, disrupted God’s creation, requiring a new heaven and a definite 
end to sin: man’s death.  
Affirmed by Church doctrine, physical death of the body marks the beginning of an 
eternal spiritual life. The caveat of life everlasting, however, rests with the principle that a 
person’s permanent residence, namely Heaven or Hell, is determined by the extent to which they 
lived godly and virtuous lives. Reconciling with the period’s religious beliefs and the trauma 
which resulted from bearing witness to death’s omnipotent power over mankind, individuals in 
19 ​Genesis 2: 16-17, Christian Standard Bible. 
13 
the Late Medieval Period saw it most advantageous to prepare in advance for their deaths. Being 
directly confronted with the transitory nature of life, lived realities were used to inform sermons, 
literature, and art, creating a genre of works classified as ​memento mori​- reminders that you must 
die. The ​Danse Macabre​ assumes the role of a memento mori through both image and text, 































Chapter Two  
A Visual Analysis of the ​Danse Macabre 
 
 
As it formerly existed in the Cemetery of Innocents, the ​Danse Macabre​ was illustrated 
along the southern end of the cemetery by the Saint-Germaine entrance.   Painted in the 20
southern portion of the cemetery, the ​Danse ​was in close proximity to the ​Three Living and the 
Three Dead ​at the Chapel of Saint Michael (Figure 4). The ​Danse​ covered fifteen arcades and 
below each portion of the mural were written stanzas detailing the conversations between the 
living and dead figures. The living’s entourage created a representation of a complete Medieval 
society and consisted of a Pope; an Emperor; a Cardinal; a King; a Patriarch; a Constable; an 
Archbishop; a Knight; a Bishop; a Squire; an Abbot; a Bailiff; an Astrologer; a Bourgeois; a 
Canon; a Merchant; a Carthusian Friar; an Officer of the Law; a Monk; a Usurer; a Physician; a 
Lover; a Parish Priest; a Plowman; a Lawyer; a Musician; a Mendicant Friar; a Child; a Cleric; 
and lastly a Hermit, each accompanied by their own “Mort,” or dead partner (Figures 5-19, 
respectively). The figures described above appeared in accordance with the most to the least 
prestigious occupation, and were each dressed in their corresponding wardrobes. In contrast to 
the lavish outfitting of the first living figures, and even the outfits of the least affluent characters, 
the dead are presented either fully or half-naked (Figure 7). In the instance of the latter, their 
only form of clothing is a shawl. This article of clothing makes each of the dead, though 
associates of the same cause, distinct from one another.  
The dead are likewise pronounced separate individuals by the states of their bodies. 
While some of their bodies are degraded enough to reveal the presence of bones, others are 
20 ​ ​Hillairet, ​Les 200 Cimetières​, 31.  
15 
completely emaciated, exposing their open stomachs and deteriorating flesh to their audience 
(Figure 18). To another point, the dead are often observed carrying a range of objects including 
scythes, shovels, and arrows (Figure 11). While the scythe and arrow are often indicative of an 
approaching death, a shovel in the context of a cemetery is best understood as an instrument used 
to dig graves, here one would assume the graves of the ​Danse​’s living characters. By carrying a 
grave digger’s tools, the dead relay to the living the immanence with which their deaths are 
approaching, and for which they must atone. 
Beneath each of the images were four verses of eight lines used to animate the characters, 
putting the living in conversation with the dead. Unique to each pairing was the manner of 
discourse in which the two figures engaged; fexample, the musician and his partner spoke of 
music and muses while the plowman and his escort exchanged words concerning labor and 
vineyards. Though the conversations varied for each grouping, the discourses ultimately shared a 
common theme: regardless of wealth, secular or religious power, or future plans, the living were 
in that moment being informed of their impending deaths. The ​Danse Macabre​, the ​Dance of 
Death​, therefore depicted its living characters as their cadaverous partners danced with them to 
life’s end. In doing so, the program generated a form of societal equalization expected upon 
death, declaring that earthly status and accomplishments have no influence over man’s end. As 
its viewers apprehended the dead’s instruction, the ​Danse​ implicated its viewers, enabling them 
to use the program as a means of examining their own moral states. While onlookers certainly 
perceived the unsparing nature of death, the individuals were, however, still presented in a 
hierarchy, and to a certain extent, the ​Danse​ reaffirmed societal classes and occupational 
rankings.  
16 
The text located below each panel, though informative, also carried with it a humorous 
and mocking tone, as the dead ridiculed the living for their wasted materialistic ambitions. This 
degree of chastising is also visually observed as the dead are animated with smiles, appearing in 
some instances to laugh at their living partners (Figure 11). 
 The dead also employ gestures aimed at making the living uneasy, placing their palms on 
the livings’ shoulders or grasping at their articles of clothing (Figure 16). Perhaps the most 
paradoxical element of the ​Danse Macabre​ rests in the fact that the dead appear to be more alive 
than their living counterparts. Entirely unenthused, the living are depicted as weary to accept the 
deads’ message, often indicating with their bodies a desire to flee and exit the scene; the Squire’s 
feet are turned opposite of his dead partner and together with his hands raised to distance himself 
from the dead figure, demonstrate his hope to leave the scene (Figure 9). Their efforts are to no 
avail, however, as the ​Danse​ inevitably progresses, not allowing any of its living beings to retire 
for another date.  
The program at the Innocents was destroyed in 1699 in order to widen the Rue de la 
Ferronnerie; however, as previously noted, its iconography is preserved by the Parisian printer 
Guyot Marchant in his 1485 edition of the ​Danse Macabre​. Though Marchant’s prints are the 
most authentic to the program of the Innocents, he did incorporate changes to the ​Danse​’s 
presentation.  Most significantly, according to the original ​Danse Macabre​ poem, each pair of 21
living and dead figures were given their own cemetery arcade.  Marchant, however, confines two 
sets of figures, one lay and one ecclesiastic, within a singular printed arcade.  While Marchant 22
21 James M. Clark, “France” in ​The Dance of Death in the Middle Ages and Renaissance, ​(Glasgow: Jackson, 
1950), 24. 
22 ​Ibid, 24.  
17 
does update the program, he remains faithful to its theme, allowing the ​Danse​’s iconography and 






































Piety and Politics: The ​Danse Macabre​ as an Agent of Instruction 
 
  
Recognized by many as the first visualized ​Danse Macabre​, the mural at the Innocents 
has since been adapted by various institutions throughout Europe. As the program became 
integrated into a number of different locations, its visual and textual components were changed 
to be of relevance for its respective audiences. However it is articulated, the ​Danse ​nonetheless 
maintains a fixed and universally understood theme: every man, regardless of wealth, status, or 
career, will share the same end, death. As a didactic and most public program, the mural at the 
Cemetery of Innocents was forthrightly intended to inform its communal audience on how to 
prepare for death. The manner in which this was designed to occur is, I argue, made apparent in 
the ​Danse​’s iconographic program. Contrary to propagating an objective truth of mortality, I 
propose that the ​Danse Macabre​ at the Innocents, framed within an oral tradition, promoted 
religious doctrine when its imagery was incorporated into sermons. The mural’s theme of 
mortality was not, however, the only message distributed. When discussed within the context of 
its most probable creators, an argument can be made that the ​Danse ​cunningly articulates the 
beliefs of theologians within the University of Paris. 
Perhaps most directly connecting the ​Danse​ to a mode of instruction is its contingency 
upon a written dialogue. Such a decision seems at first almost counterintuitive given the 
19 
prominent rates of illiteracy in the Late Medieval Period.  Though nothing is inferred from 23
Marchant’s prints, other variations of the Danse Macabre offer a solution to this perplexing 
thought. In the left wing of the altarpiece of Saint Bertin, artist Simon Marmion depicts an 
everyday scene within a cloister, furthermore adorning its courtyard walls with the ​Danse 
Macabre​ (Figure 20). Moving beyond the foregrounded individuals in Marmion’s altarpiece and 
into the domains of his painted cemetery, one finds the ​Danse Macabre​ spanning the length of 
the cloister walls. Two men are placed within the confines of the building’s leftmost arch, and 
are positioned in front of the program. Their attention is not directed at the pairings of living and 
dead figures above, but is rather situated on the textual portion of the ​Danse​. The two figures do 
not stand beside one another, but are instead staggered with one in front of the other so that the 
latter appears to be looking over the former’s shoulder. The man closest to the ​Danse​ lifts his 
right arm, bending it at the elbow, inevitably causing its shadow to cast upon the wall. His 
mannerisms suggest he is reading the words presented before him, using his finger as a type of 
placement marker. Because his body is angled toward the man behind him, one infers he is 
reading the text aloud, informing the man behind him of the Danse’s written details. From the 
intricacies of Marmion’s painting, the ​Danse Macabre​ is observed to be an object of teaching 
and oral tradition. As such its textual narrative could be verbalized and distributed to those 
incapable of reading, thus remedying the earlier predicament.  
23  ​Franz H. Bäuml, “Varieties and Consequences of Medieval Literacy and Illiteracy,” Speculum 55, no. 2 
(April 1980);​ Walter J. Ong "Orality, Literacy, and Medieval Textualization," ​New Literary History​ 16, 
no. 1 (1984). 
 
20 
Confirming cemeteries as places of oral tradition, it appears that by the eleventh century, 
cloister walks- the precise location of the ​Danse Macabre​ in the Innocents- were popularly 
recognized as places for group readings.  Heather Blatt supports this idea stating, “In monastic 24
cloisters, the cloister walks were often filled with book chests and cupboards; the arcade that let 
light and air into the cloister walk frequently included low benches at its base, so that monks 
might sit upon them to take advantage of better light for reading.”  Due to its destruction, it is 25
impossible to determine if such furniture was once located in the Cemetery of Innocents. While 
the possibility of finding physical furniture is lost, there is a type of printed book case preserved 
in Marchant’s 1485 paper edition of the Danse. Previously noted, the ​Danse Macabre​ begins and 
ends with the figure of the Author (Figure 21), a character whose knowledge of reading is 
visually realized by his surroundings and possessions, nonetheless including a book chest.  
The Author is as much part of the program as any of the other characters and was not 
devised solely for Marchant’s prints, for his presence is observed in other visualizations of the 
Danse such as the one found in Saint Nicholas Church, Tallinn (Figure 22). The Author’s 
education is inferred from the plethora of books surrounding him, and consequently insinuates 
him to be an individual of knowledge and authority. Furthermore, the Author is pictured seated 
in a chair with a lectern or podium placed before him. He looks forward in the direction of the 
partnered living and dead figures, suggesting he is aware of their presence and will soon be 
24 ​Heather Blatt, “Reading architecturally: The wall texts of a Percy family manuscript and the Poulys Daunce 
of St Paul’s Cathedral,” in ​Participatory Reading in Late-Medieval England​, (Manchester University Press, 
2018), 128-166. 
25 ​Ibid, 146. 
21 
introducing them to a larger audience. Situated on the podium is an open book; the Author’s 
right hand, being in close proximity to the book, appears to have just turned one of its pages. 
Adorning the lower half of the podium are three additional books, one of which is the recipient 
of the Author’s gesture of pointing being made with his left hand. Behind the Author are two 
additional desks topped with various books and yet more books are placed on top of and within a 
book chest located at his feet. Though he is unaccompanied by a corpse, the flora at his feet 
situate the Author within the same setting as the other characters. The architectural structures 
framing the scene, however, are distinct from the columns and structures framing each of the 
other figures. How then could a character be of the program but separate from its other 
characters? I argue the figure of the Author, though part of the motif but not a participant in the 
Danse​ itself, demonstrates how the ​Danse ​was intended to be encountered: through the oral 
reading of a well-educated individual.  
In his article ​Varieties and​ ​Consequences of Medieval Literacy and Illiteracy​, Franz 
Bäuml distinguishes oral tradition from literacy, an act he defines as reading and writing, by 
maintaining that a text intended for oral tradition is spoken and performed into existence whereas 
the written text’s existence is not contingent upon the presence or interaction of its reader or 
author.  As a public program the ​Danse Macabre​ demanded interaction with Parisians, making 26
the dissemination of its themes dependent upon being received by an audience. The choice to 
include the Author at the beginning and end of the ​Danse Macabre​ associates the program with 
26 ​Bäuml, “Varieties and Consequences of Medieval Literacy and Illiteracy,” 249.  
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the oral tradition of group readings within cloister walks, specifying the manner in which people 
were to receive the ​Danse​’s instruction. This intention is further emphasized given the definition 
of the word “author.” As a person who writes literary works, I suggest the figure represents the 
unidentified mind(s) responsible for the ​Danse​, and therefore, the book he reads is nonetheless a 
copy of the ​Danse​ itself. The didactic nature of the ​Danse ​is then reinforced with the Author’s 
first line:  
O creature raysonnable 
Qui desires vie eternelle 
Tu as cy doctrine notable 
Pour bien finer vie mortelle  
La dance macabre sappelle 
Que chascun a danser apprant 
 
O creature of reason, 
You who desire life eternal, 
Behold a remarkable lesson 
On how to finish your mortal life. 
It is called the ​danse macabr​e,  
Which teaches us all how to dance.   27
 
 
First the Author addresses his audience as reasonable, capable of thinking. He then confirms the 
program as a platform for notable teaching, making it well known that its contents are instructive 
and aimed at informing its viewers or listeners on how they might obtain eternal life.  
            Having established the ​Danse Macabre​ as an artwork endowed with truth and reason, 
Jean Delumeau argues the program, as it informs its audience on how to prepare for their lives’ 
27 ​Guy Marchant, ​​The Danse Macabre, 1485 ​.​ Trans David A. Fein (Tempe, Arizona: Arizona Center for 
Medieval and Renaissance Studies, 2013), 20. 
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end and consequently their souls’ beginning, should be understood as a sermon.  A map of the 28
Cemetery of Innocent’s grounds marks a small area in the cemetery as “prèchoir,” which 
translates to “preacher” (Figure 23). Rather than representing a preacher, I suggest this signifies 
the space in which a preacher would have given a sermon, for as we have already discussed, the 
cemetery was a place of teaching. Further evidence suggests that Delumeau was not alone in  
thought, for we learn that in 1429 a Franciscan preacher named Brother Richard utilized the 
Danse Macabre ​as a backdrop for his sermons.  
  
Le duc de Bourgongne revint à Paris le quatriesme jour d’apvril, jour Saint-Ambroise, à moult 
belle compaignie de chevaliers et d’escuyers ; et après, environ huit jours, vint à Paris un 
cordelier nommé frère Richard, homme de très grant prudence, savant à oraison, semeur de bonne 
doctrine pour édifier son proïsme. Et tant y labouroit fort que envis le crèroit qui ne l’auroit veu : 
car tant comme il fut à Paris, il ne fut qu’une journée sans faire prédication ; et commença le 
samedy seiziesme jour d’apvril mil quatre cents vingt-neuf, à Sainte-Geneviefve, et le dimanche 
ensuivant et la sepmaine ensuivant, c’est à sçavoir, le lundy, le mardy, le mercredy, le jeudy, le 
vendredy, le samedy, le dimanche aux Innocents ; et duroit jusques entre dix et onze houres ; et y 
avoit tousjours quelque cinq ou six mille personnes à son sermon ; et estoit montè, quand il 
preschoit, su un haut eschaffaut qui estoit près de toise et demie de haut, le dos tourné vers les 
Charniers encontre la Charronnerie, à l’endroit de la Danse Macabré. 
 
The Duke of Bourgogne returned to Paris on the fourth day of April, Saint-Ambroise Day, with a 
great deal of companionship of knights and escuyers; and afterwards, about eight days, came to 
Paris a Franciscan named Brother Richard, a man of great prudence, a scholar with prayer, a 
sower of good doctrine to build up his neighbor. And he worked so laboriously that it was hard to 
believe for anyone who had not seen it: for as much as he was in Paris, he went only a day 
without preaching; and began on Saturday, the sixteenth day of April,1429, at Sainte-Genevieve, 
and the following Sunday and the following week, that is, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, 
Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday at the Innocents; and lasted between ten and eleven hours; 
and there were always some five or six thousand people at his sermon; and he ascended and stood 
on a high scaffold which was near a height and a half tall, his back turned towards the Charniers 
against the Charronnerie, at the place of the Danse Macabre.   29
 
28 ​Jean Delumeau, ​Sin and Fear: The Emergence of a Western Guilt Culture 13 ​th​- 18​th​ Centuries​, trans. Eric 
Nicholson (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1983), 87.  
29 Mary, ​Journal d’un Bourgeois de Paris Sous Charles VI et Charles VII​, 213-214.  
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From this source one learns that Brother Richard, fully recognized as a man of wisdom 
and profound religious knowledge, effectively and tirelessly preached in different locations 
throughout Paris. Though his sermons lasted for hours upon hours, crowds flocked to hear his 
messages. For one week he preached at the Innocents, attracting up to six thousand people who 
gathered to witness Richard, elevated above the crowds and in front of the ​Danse Macabre​, issue 
his sermons. 
 
Other accounts detail the content of Brother Richard’s sermons as apocalyptic, warning 
of the antichrist’s imminent arrival and the destruction that would befall upon earth.  Within the 30
book of Revelation, the apparent source for Richard’s sermons, the Apostle John records the 
future events of Christ’s second coming and the end of time on earth. Richard’s sermons 
attracted  
five to six thousands of people and affected them so greatly that large crowds of people gathered 
to discard any burn material items they believed, or rather were taught to believe, were causing 
them to “sin.”  It is certainly curious how one person is able to influence a great number of 31
people, and in the case of Brother Richard, I argue his power came from his ability to unite 
history, text, and image. Brother Richard’s decision to use the ​Danse Macabre​ as a backdrop to 
his sermons was deliberate, perhaps inspired even, by the correlation between the evaluation of 
30 ​Clark, “France” in ​The Dance of Death in the Middle Ages and Renaissance, ​22-24.  
31 ​Clark, “France” 23.  
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the soul at the time of the Last Judgement and the ​Danse​’s visual and thematic confirmation of 
man’s inevitable death.  
            With their history recently accounting for plague, famine, and war, the citizens of Paris 
were well acquainted with death. Predating the ​Danse Macabre​ at the Innocents by nearly one 
hundred years was the Great Famine (1317), a devastating food shortage caused by incessant 
rains and unforgiving weather patterns. The Great Famine most severely affected Northern 
Europe and while it dates to a century before the program of study, the aftermaths of hunger and 
crop failures would linger amongst the surviving peoples and lands. Following the Famine by 
two decades was the introduction of the Black Death to the European continent. The plague 
likewise entailed the most vicious aftereffects, allowing society to heal for short periods of time 
and then reemerging to claim yet even more victims. Paris is recorded as having suffered such 
tragedies in 1400-01, 1412, 1416-18, and 1421.  With its origins dating a year prior to France’s 32
first encounter with the Black Death, in 1337 the country entered into the Hundred Years War 
with England in order to determine which nation had justified claim to the French throne.  
            Richard, relying on the lived experiences and religious beliefs of his audience, prompted 
those in attendance to further acknowledge their fates with his inclusion of the ​Danse Macabre​. 
By incorporating the ​Danse Macabre​ into his apocalyptic sermons, Richard prompted his crowds 
to look upon the mural and reckon once more with the presence of death. Now conditioned to 
expect their physical lives’ end having received Richard’s teachings on the impending judgement 
32 Joseph P. Byrne, Encyclopedia of the Black Death, (ABC-CLIO, 2012), 259. 
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of Christ, Parisians were convinced and acted to abandon objects and possessions keeping them 
engaged with the material world.  
While the ​Danse Macabre​ in the Innocents was certainly an instrument used to 
disseminate themes of mortality, it also acted as a type of social commentary. Demonstrating this 
point, I first turn to the image of the King and his respective cadaverous partner (Figure 6). The 
King is determined as such by his royal robes, garter, scepter and crown. As he meets the touch 
of his emaciated partner, his face procures a countenance of hesitancy and disbelief. Viewers 
note the King’s off-balanced body position and his open left hand, indicating his desire to turn 
away and abandon his companion. The behavior and expression of his dead partner directly 
contrast with that of the King. Though lacking the breath of life, the corpse seems to conjure a 
smile and demonstrates movement by placing his left hand on the King's shoulder. While first 
perception may judge this gesture to be affectionate, the stanzas below the image connote an 
attitude of mockery.  
  
Venes noble roy couronne 
Renomme de force et de proesse 
Jadis fustez environne  
De grant pompez de grant noblesse  
Mais mantenant toute hautesse 
Laisseres vous nestes pas seul  
Peu aures de vostre richesse 
Le plus riche na qun linceul. 
  
Come, noble crowned king,  
Renowned for power and prowess. 
You were once surrounded  
By great pomp and nobility,  
But now you will abandon  
27 
All majesty; you are not alone. 
Your wealth will do you little good.  
The Richest man’s only possession is a shroud​.   33
 
Holding to the theme of social equality in death, the cadaver asserts his authority over the King 
and derides his worldly power and status. Though he, like all other characters, becomes equated 
in death, the King is unlike the rest of the living in one significant way. While each of the other 
figures remains anonymous, the King asserts his identity through declaration of his nationhood. 
Decorating the King’s robes and topping his scepter, which he holds in his right hand, are 
fleurs-de-lis, a traditional symbol of French royalty, thus making him the King of France.  More 34
than critiquing a generic medieval society, the ​Danse Macabre​, through inclusion of the King’s 
nationhood and the French King’s residence being established in Paris, becomes a commentary 
on Parisian society.  
Again the King is made distinct from other living characters, save the Author, for he 
appears not once but twice in the dance. The vast difference being, the second time the King 
appears, he is dead and his rule has officially ceased, as demonstrated by his crown which lay 
toppled on the ground. Although Marchant’s printed edition of the ​Danse​ does not thematize this 
peculiar image, the visual presentation of the Dead King is comparable to other french images 
from the early fifteenth century; one example being that of the dead king from the Hours of Rene 
d’Anjou, which ultimately asserts that all men, even kings, must die and turn back into dust 
(Figure 24). Now fulfilling the role of the corpse, the Dead King requires a living counterpart, 
33 ​Guy Marchant, ​​The Danse Macabre, 1485 ​, 24. 
34 ​In 1424-5, this governance belonged to Charles VII, son of Charles VI and Isabella of Bavaria. 
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and in this instance he is paired with the Author. Like the King who has undergone a change in 
attire, the presentation of the Author likewise differs from his former arrangement. Again seated 
in a chair which denotes education and authority, the Author is positioned above the Dead King 
who lies horizontal to the ground like a buried body. I propose this final image of the ​Danse 
subverts the theme of mortality and promotes instead a new ordering of society. This order, 
however, cannot be established without interpreting the role of the Author. Returning to the point 
of reading, I again propose that the Author is representative of the person(s) behind the ​Danse​’s 
verse. To this point, Historian Auguste André Coussillan, under the pen-name of Jacques 
Hillairet writes of the ​Danse Macabre​, “Ces strophes étaient l’œuvre de Jean Gerson, chancelier 
de l’Université de Paris…”  Though it remains impossible to fully guarantee this statement, 35
other scholars suggest Gerson and his colleagues at the University of Paris are the most likely 
authors of the ​Danse Macabre​ in the Innocents.   36
Interpreting the role of Gerson and the University of Paris in a more straightforward way, 
I position the Author as symbolic of the intellectual unit. Given that the first European 
universities were founded by clergymen in the 12​th​ and 13​th​ century, the interconnectedness of 
theology and academia influenced University attire. In the first image of the Author, his head is 
covered by a hood, a piece of material we later see gathered around his neck. The Author’s 
garments situate him within the realm of scholarship, as the hood functioned to keep scholars 
warm in unheated buildings and is seen gathered around his neck in the closing image of the 
35 ​Hillairet, ​Les 200 cimetières , 31. 
36 ​Clark, “France,” 28-29.  
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Danse​ (Figure 25).  A mid-fifteenth century manuscript depicts a preacher, none other than 37
Gerson himself, preaching on the Passion of Christ (Figure 26). In the miniature, Gerson is seen 
wearing the same hooded garment as the Author, thereby likening the Author to a scholar but 
more specifically a theologian both in wardrobe and in speech, as both men distribute religious 
information. Whether the Author signifies Gerson or the collective University of Paris, the 
question becomes, what is to be inferred from the ​Danse​’s final scene depicting the Author and 
the Dead King? 
            In 1400 Gerson wrote a letter to students at the University of Navarre, in which he 
likened the University of Paris to the Garden of Eden and stated the institution acted like the four 
rivers of Eden, providing water and nourishment to the whole earth.  As Gerson adapted his 38
comparison of the University to Eden, he correlated the University to the Tree of Knowledge of 
Good and Evil, a tree which we have discussed as participatory in the original sin and death’s 
invitation to earth. Rather than discussing man’s misuses of the Tree, Gerson asserts the 
University, like the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil, was created by God to be the deepest 
well of knowledge on earth.  In doing so, Gerson also exalted the position of the theologian, 39
claiming the theologian’s prayer is greater than those of any lay member due to his abstinence 
from the material world and his greater capacity for divine understanding.  The Author’s closing 40
lines directly address those observing the ​Danse​.  
37 ​“The Real Reason Grads Wear a Cap and Gown,” Time, Last modified May 10, 2017, 
https://time.com/4767679/college-graduate-cap-gown-commencement/.  
38 ​Louis B. Pascoe, ​Jean Gerson: Principles of Church Reform ​ (Leiden: Brill, 1977), 82-83.  
39 ​Ibid, 83.  
40 ​Ibid, 89, 90.  
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            ​Acquitez vous que cy passes 
            Et faitez des biens plus nen dis 
            Bienfait valt moult et trespasses 
  
            Commit yourselves, you who pass by here,  
            And do good; I’ll say no more. 
            A good deed is greatly valued by the dead.   41
 
 
With its closing image, the ​Danse Macabre​ positions the Author over the Dead King, implying 
secular authority amounts to nothing and will always fall before divinely informed knowledge- 
this knowledge being none other than the ​Danse ​itself.  
             Through its incorporation of text and its inherently didactic theme, the ​Danse Macabre 
informed its viewers on the believed realities of death. As the ​Danse​ was likely a taught motif, 
existing within an oral tradition, its well accepted mortality themes became subject to 
appropriation for the sake of progressing religious agendas. The ​Danse ​was not, however, free 
from the philosophies of its creators. Most likely being a program developed by Jean Gerson and 
minds at the University of Paris, the ​Danse Macabre​ was embedded with and therefore 
















Reflecting and Revealing: The Danse Macabre as an Imitative Object 
  
 
Though the artist responsible for the ​Danse Macabre​ at Les Innocents remains uncertain, 
the original painting, through its diversity of subjects and place of installation, asserts its 
collective viewer: the citizens of Paris. Located in a cemetery consistently frequented by a range 
of Parisians, the ​Danse Macabre​ was displayed for a range of eyes. In addition to those who 
ventured to the cemetery to bury their dead, the cemetery was surrounded by the markets of Les 
Halles, causing merchants, prostitutes, and beggars alike to regard the cemetery as a place for 
social exchange and commerce.  Moreover, the cemetery attracted Parisians who, desiring to 42
recess from urbanity, found the cemetery’s earth and foliage to be a reminder of the world found 
outside city walls. Though vastly different in status and vocation, the gamut of respective 
individuals shared an unfiltered access to the ​Danse Macabre​. Prompted by the work’s depiction 
of various secular and ecclesiastical figures, each typical of medieval society, onlookers were 
able to find parallel with their lived realities and the painted subjects through occupation and 
accoutrement. Furthering the invitation for self-association and reflection are the Author’s 
opening lines recorded in Marchant’s printed edition of the program. 
 
42 ​Julie Singer, "Eyeglasses for the Blind: Redundant Therapies in Meschinot and Villon."​ ​Fifteenth-Century 
Studies​ ​35, (2010), 112 
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En ce miroer chascun peut lire 
Quil lui convient ainsi danser 
Saige est celuy qui bien sy mire 
Le mort le vif fait avancer.  
 
In this mirror each can read  
That he will have to dance in this way. 
Wise is he who observes himself in it correctly. 
The corpse makes the living one step forward.  43
 
 
Here encouraged with words, introspection was achieved upon recognizing the Danse as a 
mirror, an object which by creation, allows one to gaze upon their own image. In this chapter I 
will examine how, through maintaining the ​Danse Macabre​’s mirror-esque properties, the art 
work reflected individual and communal beliefs concerning death in the Middle Ages. More 
specifically I will discuss why contemplation upon the ​Danse Macabre​ was advantageous given 
the interrelated politics of religion and death in the fifteenth century; how the iconographic 
program relays Late Medieval beliefs of communication and exchange between the living and 
dead; and how through positioning the artwork as a type of burial monument, even the least 
fortunate members of society were afforded the spiritual benefits of a privileged burial.  
According to the Church, the leading authority in the Middle Ages, physical death of the 
body marked the transfer of the soul from an expiratory state to an eternal spiritual realm. The 
Church, being concerned with life after death, taught that a good death ensured forgiveness of sin 
and protection over the soul. Per the Church’s standards, a good death entailed spending one’s 
last moments surrounded by friends and family, dying in one’s own home, and receiving the Last 
43 ​Guy Marchant, ​The Danse Macabre, 1485 ​. Trans David A. Fein (Tempe, Arizona: Arizona Center for 
Medieval and Renaissance Studies, 2013), 20. 
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Rites.  These theologies were presented in the ​Ars Moriendi​, ​The Art of Dying​, a book which, 44
given its earliest suggested date, appeared a decade before the ​Danse Macabre​.  As a tool of 45
instruction, the ​Ars Moriendi​ outlined with words and images the conditions and protocols 
constituting a good death. The work's intended audience is inferred from the language of its 
original composition, Latin, being the language of the Church. Though instructional, the ​Ars 
Moriendi​ was not principally created for the dying but for those who administered their care: 
religious authorities affiliated with the Church. Like the​ Ars Moriendi​, the ​Danse Macabre 
presents individuals in the moments right before their death. The ​Danse​, however, offers nuance 
in that its characters’ salvations are not dependent upon their ability to keep with the Church’s 
stipulations of a “good death.” Instead, its characters’ eternities are contingent upon having spent 
their entire lives, not their last moments, in pursuit of holiness and in avoidance of the material 
world.  
In the midst of a period sodden with death’s presence, man’s coping with his inevitable 
fate required an updated perception of death; the act of dying had to become more relatable and 
the conceptualization of death less threatening.  The result of this need was met through art 46
depicting death as a personified figure: a cadaver offering warnings and wisdoms concerning the 
impending and inevitable nature of death.  The personification of death in the ​Danse Macabre  47
44 ​Alixe Bovey, “Death and the Afterlife,” British Library, last modified April 30, 2015, 
https://www.bl.uk/the-middle-ages/articles/death-and-the-afterlife-how-dying-affected-the-living. 
45 ​Fernando Espi Forcén, and Carlos Espi Forcén. "Ars Moriendi: Coping with Death in the Late Middle 
Ages." ​Palliative & Supportive Care​ 14, no. 5 (October, 2016): 
553-560.doi:http://dx.doi.org.libproxy.lib.unc.edu/10.1017/S1478951515000954.http://libproxy.lib.unc.edu/lo
gin?url=https://search-proquest-com.libproxy.lib.unc.edu/docview/1819681229?accountid=14244. 
46 ​Georges Duby, ​The Hour of Our Death ​, trans. H. Weaver (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1981), 6, 10. 
47 Ibid. 
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complied with these figural needs, and as the cadavers issued knowledge to their living 
counterparts, citizens of Paris were able to heed the dead’s wisdom, using their insight as a 
means of evaluating their own moral states and future deaths. The iconographic program thus 
functioned as a type of ​memento mori​, a visual reminder of death that complied with the 
Church’s politics concerning assessment of the soul and society’s aptly constructed ideas of 
death both as a personified figure and as an anticipated experience. 
More than this, as Michael Freeman suggests in his ​The Dance of the Living: Beyond the 
Macabre in Fifteenth-Century France​, the ​Danse Macabre​ sanctioned onlookers to superimpose 
their identities onto that of a painted figure; the painting therefore assumed the role of a mirror, 
allowing for personal reflection and thus became an object of personal reflection and moral 
examination.  This act of transferring identity provided viewers with an individualized 48
encounter with death and simulated an experience that had previously been offered only in the 
closing chapters of books of hours, text used by Believers to structure their days with prayers 
upon every hour. These closing chapters are designated as Offices of the Dead and include three 
different kinds of prayers, vespers, matins, and lauds.  When found in illuminated manuscripts, 49
Offices of the Dead were most often accompanied by images of the book’s owner encountering 
48 ​Michael Freeman, “The Dance of the Living: Beyond the Macabre in Fifteenth-Century France,” in S​ur 
quell pied danser?: Danse et literature​, ed. E. Nye (Amsterdam: Rodopi, 2005), 11-30.  




death (Figure 27).  ​As it was read and beheld every day, the illuminated book of hours provided 50
it’s patron with the opportunity to regularly imagine their own death and repent of any sin 
through the use of “painted prayers.”  Books of hours, while owned by laymen, belonged 51
exclusively to the nobility, elites who could afford the commissioning costs of personal 
artwork.  Inherently a public work given its location in the Cemetery of Innocents, the ​Danse 52
Macabre​ provided less affluent members of society with a religious experience previously 
afforded by nobles alone. Hence, less affluent members of society were no longer excluded from 
a religious experience that was, through the commissioning of books of hours, determined by the 
nobility as necessary for the repentance of sin. By depicting an emperor, a king, and a knight 
amongst characters such as a merchant, a poor man, and a plowman, the ​Danse Macabre​ allows 
each character a personal experience with death, furthermore establishing a socially inclusive 
devotional experience. The program additionally demonstrates inclusion in that death pardons no 
one due to occupation or socioeconomic status: “Jenmaine tout cest ma manière. Les filz adam 
fault tout mourir.”// I lead away every man; this is how I work. All the sons of Adam must die.  53
            Approaching the ​Danse Macabre​ as reflective of phenomena of communication, the 
mural is a tool for understanding the extent to which the living and dead were thought to engage 
with one another in Late Medieval society. Acknowledging that the ​Danse Macabre​ replicates 
50 ​Here, the owner of the book of hours is about to be buried and is grieved by individuals at the funeral. There 
are additional images such as the encounter of the three living and three dead and the crucified Jesus Christ 
depicted around the funeral scene. 
51 ​Wendy A. Stein, “The Book of Hours: A Medieval Bestseller,” In Heilbrunn Timeline of Art History (New 
York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2000), https://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/hour/hd_hour.htm. 
52 ​Ibid.  
53 ​Marchant​, ​The Danse Macabre, 1485, ​21 
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with its characters members of Late Medieval society, the program is not entirely comprehensive 
if the “society” is constructed solely by living figures. As noted by Patrick Geary, the Middle 
Ages, being a period regulated by the Church and religious dogma, marked a time in which the 
dead were believed to be as active community members as the living.  In the most visible way, 54
Danse Macabre​ presents an active dialogue between the living and the dead. In each of the 
interactions, the corpse and the living being are seen engaging in conversation with one another. 
As it was located beneath the charnel houses in the Cemetery of Innocents, the ​Danse​ also 
participated in a more corporeal manifestation of the symbolic memento mori, relying on the 
bones of the dead to inform the living that they too will die. As observed in a late fifteenth 
century Parisian manuscript painting depicting a cemetery courtyard and its occupants, bones of 
the dead were physically constructed into cemetery architecture and lined the roofed structures 
surrounding the courtyard (Figure 28). After being exhumed and relocated to open-air structures, 
the bones, a physical representation of the dead, had uninterrupted access to the events occurring 
in the cemetery’s courtyard.  
Fundamental to the exchanges between the living and dead is the concept of purgatory, a 
temporary, spiritual realm established by the Church in the twelfth century.  The theology of 55
purgatory asserts that upon physical death of the body, the eternal soul is delivered to purgatory 
where it must remain until it is deemed either pure enough to enter Heaven or is contrastingly 
54 ​Patrick Geary, “Exchange and Interaction between the Living and the Dead in Early Medieval Society,” in 
Geary, ​Living with the Dead​(Cornell: UP, 1994), 77-94. 




determined to be sullied from sin so that the individual is inevitably damned to Hell.  During the 56
Middle Ages, it was believed that individuals confined to purgatory were able to return to the 
realm of the living, as they had not yet entered their eternal dwelling place.  The return of the 57
dead, a phenomenon observed in the ​Danse Macabre​, was thought to be in response to particular 
actions, or rather a lack of action taken by the living to commemorate their dead.   58
 Further conflating the exchanges between the living and dead, and consequently 
reinforcing the latter’s commemoration, are the period’s conventions surrounding the act of 
gift-giving. More than demonstrating ill-manners, accepting a gift without offering one in return 
was thought to summon spirits who would burden or rather, haunt an individual until they repaid 
the giver’s generosity.  Naming now the act of commemorating the dead through prayers and 59
alms as a “gift,” it becomes necessary to determine this gift as responsive or initiative in the 
gift-giving process. Relying on death procedures still occuring today, an individual meeting life’s 
end often bequeaths their property and finances to their successor(s). Understanding this dying 
person as the living’s predecessor, the dead are thus also responsible for giving the gift of a name 
and life itself. The prayers and alms given by the living were therefore not the impetus of the two 
party’s interactions, but were rather the obligatory response to a gift: estates, monies, a 
namesake, etc. The monies and prayers supplied by the living are accordingly deemed necessary 
exchanges for the accrued goods already gifted to them by the dead.  
56 ​ Ibid. 
57 ​Jacques Le Goff, “The Birth of Purgatory.” trans. Arthor Goldhammer (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1984), 306-331. 
58 ​Geary, ​Living with the Dead ​ (Cornell: UP, 1994), 77-94 
59 ​Ibid, 77-94. 
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Formalities between the two parties do not conclude after the living make recompense, 
for the dead having now been satisfied with appropriate commemoration, exist to the effect in 
which the living have imagined them. The ​Danse Macabre​ envisions this continued interaction 
with the living benefiting from the advice of the dead. Keeping with beliefs of the Church 
community, it was believed that the greatest display of kindness was shown when the dead 
advised the living on preparing for death.  Again personalizing the ​Danse Macabre​, the mural 60
became a way for onlookers to imagine a reality in which their dead returned to help them 
prepare for their own deaths. Maintaining the position that the ​Danse Macabre​ allowed viewers 
to mirror their identities onto those of the painted characters, the program would therefore allow 
the living to imagine their dead ones in the place of the cadavers. While the ​Danse Macabre​ acts 
as a type of ​memento mori​, a reminder that all will die, conversation with the dead serves to 
remind the living of their dead and the gifts they have received. Now recalling their duty to repay 
the dead, those viewing the program would be prompted into acts of commemoration. This 
mutually advantageous exchange, being influenced by the Church, was conceived as necessary to 
ensure that members of both parties would find favor with God; the living as they lived a life 
pleasing to God and the dead as they were to be received in Heaven.  
Transitioning away from discussing the cadavers as entities distinct from the living, I 
now suggest that in the same way that an individual may find or insert themselves amongst the 
living, they may also imagine themselves as one of the dead. Here the mirror effect of the ​Danse 
60 ​Jean-Claude Schmitt, ​Ghosts in the Middle Ages: The Living and the Dead in Medieval Society​ (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1998), 59-75. 
39 
Macabre​ is observed in that the mural becomes an object of self-reference, an image in which 
onlookers first imagine themselves as they currently are, and in doing so, are able to imagine 
themselves as they soon will be. In first equating the living and dead figures, it is noted that the 
two entities communicate using the same terminology, classifying them within the same 
occupational sphere; while the corpse and the lawyer assume legal terminology, the corpse and 
the knight speak of dancing, women, and soirees.   David Fein expands upon Kinch’s 61
observation, suggesting that rather than an unknown being who simply uses the same dialect, the 
corpses are well acquainted with the living, sharing insights about their moral lives and 
contributing the peculiarities of the futures.   Developing this thought even further, I liken the 62
two figures of the living and the dead to a cadaver tomb, a two tiered funeral monument which 
presents the stately, preserved, and intact human body atop the earthly, deteriorating body of the 
same individual (Figure 29). These tombs, being objects created before death, were, like the 
books of hours, reserved for the wealthy, who having funds to commission artwork, did so as to 
ensure their eternal salvation.  
By representing the dead as they formerly were, those viewing the tomb would recall the 
person they once knew. As a functional object and again being associated with theology of 
purgatory, the decaying body, not yet entirely without flesh, represented a body undergoing the 
61 ​Ashby Kinch, "The Danse Macabre and the Medieval Community of Death.," ​Mediaevalia: An 
Interdisciplinary Journal of Medieval Studies Worldwide​ 23, (2002), 180​. 
62 ​David A Fein, "Text and Image Mirror Play in Guyot Marchant's 1485 Danse Macabre." ​Neophilologus​ 98, 




purification processes of purgatory.  Therefore as individuals gazed upon the tomb, they were 63
inflicted with a sense of necessary action to pray for the distressed person in purgatory, helping 
them get to heaven. Given the rate at which individuals died, the Cemetery of Innocents adapted 
new means of burial, transforming individual burial plots into mass graves that could 
accommodate more than 600 bodies.  Mass graves served as burial places for common 64
Parisians, for only the most affluent members of society could afford to be buried and venerated 
with an individual tomb. In the same way that the Church’s theology informed the manner in 
which Believers should live and die well, to be buried well required one’s body to be placed 
face-up with their feet toward the east. Additionally, arms were to be crossed at the chest and a 
shroud was to cover the entire corpse. This particular body placement was perceived as 
necessary in order for the physical body to be resurrected at the second coming of Christ.  It is 65
hard to believe, however, that such time and diligence was given to accordingly place bodies in 
mass graves. Furthermore, the construction of charnel houses in the 14​th​ century ensured that 
bodies, should they have been properly buried, did not remain in their original burial positions. 
Though the invention of charnel houses did make it possible to preserve skeletal remains 
necessary for bodily resurrection, upon relocation, the bones were disjointed and grouped 
63 ​ ​Jakov Ðorðević, "Made in the Skull's Likeness: Of Transi Tombs, Identity and Memento Mori." ​Journal of 
Art Historiography​ no. 17 (12, 2017), 1-19, http://libproxy.lib.unc.edu/login?url=https://searchproquestcom 
libproxy.lib.unc.edu/docview/1979766958?accountid=14244. As flesh was something of the earth, the eternal 
body, after undergoing the conditions of purgatory, was thought to be a skeleton. 
64 ​A Parisian Journal 1405–1449​, trans. and ed. Shirley (1968), 132.  
65 ​ The act of crossing one’s arms denoted humility and with feet facing eastward, one would be ever-ready 
when Christ appeared in the same direction. 
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according to their respective parts, making it impossible to distinguish one set of remains from 
another.  
Being forced to encounter the Cemetery of Innocents, as it was unavoidably entangled 
with Parisian life, and nonetheless omitted odors impossibly sourced to another place, common 
people effectively realized that upon their death, proper burial and physical resurrection would 
be complicated by the relocation of their remains. Adding now to the potential purposes of the 
Danse Macabre​ and maintaining that pairs of the living and dead represent one entity at two 
different states, the program, being reflected upon before death enabled viewers, nonetheless 
poor and common man, to imagine for themselves a proper, and permanently monumented 
burial. In doing so, those who gazed upon the danse would die having imagined their bodies to 
be placed according to the Church’s stipulations and therefore easily capable of physical 
resurrection at the second coming of Christ.  
A public and extensive program, the ​Danse Macabre​ as it existed in the Cemetery of 
Innocents, was customizable when regarded as an imitative object. Upon individualization, the 
Danse Macabre functioned to provide less affluent members of Late Medieval Parisian society 
with reflective moral experiences formerly reserved for societal elites. With its presentation of 
the dead extending warnings to the living, the Danse Macabre reflects the capacities in which the 
living required interaction with the dead. Lastly, in becoming a personalized encounter with 
one’s own impending death, the ​Danse Macabre​ provided a type of closure and solace for the 




While the ​Danse Macabre​ at the Cemetery of Innocents was destroyed in 1699, its 
iconography, preserved in Guyot Marchant’s prints, continues to incite conversation and 
curiosity. Fittingly placed within the domains of the infamous Cemetery of Innocents, the ​Danse 
Macabre​ depicted the most unprecedented encounter between the living and the dead. Those 
alive, all members of Late Medieval Society, are each observed sharing the company of a corpse. 
The dead, appearing to contain more of life’s essence than the living, offered their counterparts a 
final lesson on morality as they proceeded to life’s end. Given the ​Danse​’s public location, the 
largest and most used burial ground in Paris, its program attracted and informed a multitude of 
persons. Incorporated into the history of an oral tradition, the verses accompanying the ​Danse​’s 
visual motif were read aloud, thus enabling even the illiterate members of society to fully 
apprehend the nature of the living and deads’ interactions.  The theme and successful reception 
of the ​Danse Macabre ​enabled religious authorities to adapt the program for their own purposes, 
thereby further conflating the ​Danse​ with the Church’s theology. When understood within the 
context of its most probable creators, namely Jean Gerson and scholars at the University of Paris, 
the ​Danse ​elicits specific ambitions and perspectives related to the role of the theologian and the 
University in Paris.  
Prompted by the Author, the scholarly figure whose presence signifies the beginning and 
end of the ​Danse​, the program assumes various reflective, introspective, and referential qualities. 
43 
As readers and observers of the ​Danse Macabre​ viewed the work as a mirror, the program 
became a means of self-reflection, allowing individuals to use its text and image as means of 
examining their own moral states. Discussed within the context of the period’s religious 
conventions and death culture, the ​Danse​ reflects society’s various engagements between the 
living and the dead and furthermore becomes an object of self-reference, facilitating the 
imagination of commemorative burials. These former, potential in-situ purposes of the ​Danse 
Macabre​ at the Cemetery of Innocents are by no means exhaustive, but nonetheless demonstrate 
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Simon Marmion, Szenen aus dem Leben des Heiligen Bertin und Verkündigung Mariae mit Propheten 
und Evangelisten, 1459, Berlin, Gemäldegalerie. 
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Detail of a full-page miniature of a Memento Mori with a banner reading 'Memento homo quod sinis es et 
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Jean Gerson,​ Jean Gerson in Paris preaching Passion at Saint Bernard's Church​, miniature from Miroir 







































Figure 28.  
 
Preparation of a funeral as part of the Office of the Dead of the Wharncliffe Hours, Paris, c. 1475-80, 



























Figure 29.  
 
Cadaver Tomb of Bishop Richard Fleming, Sculpture, Lincolnshire, England, c. 1425. 
https://library.artstor.org/#/asset/ASJAMES_10311273041 
 
 
 
